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GRANT
OVERVIEW

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF GRANTMAKING
VNA Foundation is 25 years old this year, and via this
special silver anniversary infographic we are pleased
to share some of what we’ve achieved, with our
grantee partners’ help, as well as touch on what we
hope to achieve in the future.
Our grantmaking supports home- and community-based
health services to medically underserved populations in
the Chicago metropolitan area. We view grantmaking through
a public health lens and use credible data, coupled with
the knowledge and experience shared by our community
partners, to inform our work.
As our grantees and grant applicants continue to adapt and evolve to meet the
ever-changing needs of their communities, we pledge to remain responsive
listeners who work together with our agency partners to achieve maximum
impact on those in need.
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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF GRANTMAKING

GRANTS TIMELINE
The timeline below shows VNA grant disbursements and their growth over time. Our
“responsive” grants, made after review of applications submitted directly by community-based
agencies, represent the bulk of our work and grants, and are included in the dollar totals
listed in the timeline. Also included in those totals, and individually labeled in the timeline, are
our Special Initiatives—proactive grants for innovative purposes and reflecting VNA’s highest
level of philosophical and financial commitment. Ten Special Initiatives have been approved
to-date, and we are proud of their impact.
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1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2001
KIDCARE INITIATIVE
to increase enrollment in a state program
offering health care coverage to children
and pregnant women. (Grantee partner:
Illinois Maternal & Child Health Coalition,
now EverThrive Illinois)

20012008
VNA SUPER STAR IN
COMMUNITY NURSING AWARD
to support and recognize outstanding
public health/community health nurses
and the services they provide, and help
attract young people to the profession.
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2002

2003

2004

20042008
ORAL HEALTH
INITIATIVE
to increase access
to dental services
for underserved
individuals and
families.

2005

2006

2007

VNA NURSING
SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
to help increase the
nursing workforce
by providing a series
of grants to support
participation in
nursing programs at
local universities.
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AFTER 20 YEARS

39.5M
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27.9M
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2009

2010

2010PRESENT

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

20132015

FREE CLINICS
ASSOCIATION
INITIATIVE
to allow free and charitable
clinics throughout the state
to link, network, improve
services and speak with a
collective voice.

ANNE M. DAVIS
MOBILE HEALTH
AWARD
to support and encourage
grantees using mobile health
services in a particularly
innovative, effective and/or
impactful way.

WOMEN VETERANS
HEALTH PROJECT
to provide a broad
range of services to
address the unique
needs of women
who have served in
recent conflicts.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2016-

2021

2020

PRESENT

STREETLIGHT
CHICAGO
SMARTPHONE APP
to provide housinginsecure youth with
real-time information
about an array of
services key to their
survival and progress.

2020

MATERNAL
HEALTH INITIATIVE
to address the
unacceptable rates
of maternal mortality
among African American
mothers in Illinois.

2019
TELEHEALTH
SPECIAL INITIATIVE
to link volunteer
specialist physicians, via
a tailor-made telehealth
platform, to primary
care providers who see
patients at free clinics.
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FOCUS AREAS
Through June 30, 2021 VNA Foundation awarded 1,448 grants within our
seven areas of focus totaling $53,276,885.
We are proud to say that the majority of our dollars were targeted to the most critical frontlines needs: program and general
operating support to keep essential services flowing and key staffing in place.

PRIMARY/
CHRONIC
CARE

MENTAL
HEALTH

HEALTH
EDUCATION/
PROMOTION

1,448
GRANTS

VIOLENCE
PREVENTION

>300

RECIPIENTS

53,276,885

$
MATERNAL/
CHILD HEALTH
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VISION

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

AWARDED

DEMOGRAPHICS
All VNA grantmaking supports agencies that assist the medically underserved. We work hard to insure
that our grants help those most in need, and that they reach people across demographic categories.
Although over the years we have seen upticks in services to certain populations, our grants have
consistently supported those who are often most impacted by poverty and its health consequences:
women and communities of color.
VARIOUS AGES (706)

GRANTS BY GENDER

ADULTS (397)

24.9M

14.8M

$

$

38+61+1
40+29+215

OTHER
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%

MALE

38%

FEMALE

61%

1,448 GRANTS

53.3M

$

GRANTS BY ETHNICITY
ASIAN, OTHER

5

% EACH

CHILDREN & YOUTH (345)
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CAUCASIAN
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LATINX
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AMERICAN
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GRANTS BY SERVICE PROVIDED

With our legacy rooted in nursing (see p. 8),
VNA has proudly continued our support for
nursing services. Through our day-to-day
grantmaking, as well as our Special Initiatives,
we have awarded almost half of our 25 years
of grants—and over $24 million—to sustain
the vital role that nurses play in healthcare
provision, particularly in services that reach into
communities and homes.

47+53

25

YEARS

YEARS

VNA’s initial grantmaking focused on primary and chronic care, but
within a few years we expanded our view of healthcare to encompass
the important needs and services listed below. Some support was via
strategic prioritization of funding, such as efforts to help build the nursing
workforce at the peak of the nursing shortage, and assist vulnerable
women impacted by Illinois’ ongoing maternal health crisis.

HEALTH EDUCATION/
PROMO

NURSING SERVICES

53% 47% 24.8M

$8.2M

$

MENTAL HEALTH

$4.8M

$3.0M

PRIMARY/CHRONIC CARE

$24.7M

MATERNAL/CHILD
HEALTH

ALL OTHER

$5.3M

28.5M

$

n VIOLENCE PREVENTION

DENTAL HOSPICE
& VISION & OTHER

$2.3M $
3.0M $2.2M

$1.1M
n TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE n NURSING WORKFORCE

GRANTS BY SERVICE SETTING

VNA funding is awarded to agencies that provide readily accessible care in locations of highest
need, such as in people’s homes and their surrounding communities, and in other settings such as
local domestic violence and behavioral health centers.

$12M
$10M
$8M
$6M
$4M
$2M

MOBILE

OUTPATIENT

FQHC

SCHOOL
BASED

FREE
CLINIC

HOME
BASED

COMMUNITY
CLINIC

BOTH HOME
&
COMMUNITY
BASED

OTHER
COMMUNITY
BASED
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GEOGRAPHY
GRANTS BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

Since we began grantmaking in 1996, about two-thirds of our grants have been awarded
to agencies across the City of Chicago. VNA’s funding area, however, includes the counties
that border Cook County. Understanding that needs do not have geographical boundaries,
we have been more intentional over the past several years to identify grantees that focus on
populations unique to the collar counties or serve both the city and suburbs.

CHICAGO WEST

8.3M

$

CHICAGO NORTH

5.9M

$

CHICAGO SOUTH

5.7M

$

SUBURBS & COLLAR
COUNTIES

15

%

17

%

11
%
17
11% 29%
%

8.9M

$

DUPAGE
MCHENRY

CITY & SUBURBS

8.9M

$

Many VNA grantees
extend services beyond their
immediate communities.

WILL
KANE

CHICAGO CITY WIDE

LAKE

15.5M

$

READ THE
WHOLE STORY

LOOKING BACK TO HELP
FIND THE WAY FORWARD
The occasion of our silver anniversary
has allowed VNA board and staff
the opportunity to reflect on some of
the key lessons learned during our first
two-and-a-half decades as a grantmaker.
From a long list of such learnings, we
share here five simple ones.
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COOK

Many funders focus nearly
all their grantmaking
energy on the initial review
and approval of grant
applications. VNA, however,
has benefitted greatly from
devoting equal resources
to review and discussion
of post-grant reports. We
believe this focus on “the
rest of the story” better
informs future decisions
and, ultimately, results
in improved care for the
underserved.

SOMETIMES
IT’S THE SIMPLE
STUFF

Even the best programs
can sometimes fail for
what we’ve dubbed
the “for want of a nail”
syndrome, where the
lack of simple ancillary
services creates big
obstacles. In a program
for young mothers, for
example, a small grant for
transportation or childcare
can provide big impact.
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SUPPORT TYPES
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GRANTS BY TYPE OF SUPPORT

VNA is primarily a responsive grantmaker, and a review of our funding over the
past 25 years provides insight as to some of what we’ve learned from our grantee
partners. For example, although more than half of our grants since inception have
consistently supported direct program/project services, our salary-only and capital
grants have declined, replaced by a doubling in general operating grants that allow
our grantees to apply funding where and when it is most needed.
OTHER

GENERAL OPERATIONS

1.7M

4.8M

$
CAPITAL

$

1.0M

SALARY

$

11.6M

$

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
AND EVALUATION

350K

$

BE MORE THAN A
CHECK WRITER

A foundation’s impact
can be much greater if
it does more than just
write a grant check. When
we’ve linked several
agencies doing similar
work, or convened them
at our invitation, we’ve
found that they can often
suggest to each other
solutions to common
problems. Similarly, we’ve
also helped agencies
doing pioneering work,
or excelling in the work
they do, obtain funds from
other foundations.

TRANSPARENCY
BENEFITS ALL

Transparency benefits
foundations and grant
seekers alike. On our
website we share not
just basic information like
our funding guidelines,
but also examples of
good applications, a
guide to site visits, and
relevant news. The result
of this transparency is
knowledgeable grant
seekers, who can submit
stronger applications to us
and make well-informed
choices before investing
resources in the application
process.

PROGRAM / PROJECT

33.8M

$

BEING A
GENERALIST HAS
ADVANTAGES

Unlike funders that
restrict their grants to a
small number of narrowly
defined needs, VNA
takes a less restrictive
approach. Our broader
guidelines allow
us to fund
YEARS
1996-2021 when our
new purposes
grantee partners share
unanticipated needs within
their communities, or we
identify opportunities
for proactive grants.
We’ve benefitted from
being proud generalists,
funding within any of our
several subject matter and
geographic funding areas.
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For over 100 years the Visiting Nurse Association
of Chicago (co-founded by Nobel Prize winner
Jane Addams in 1890) employed its own nurses
and other professionals to provide health services
in the homes of those in need.
Since 1996, however, VNA has operated
exclusively as a private, independent
grantmaking foundation. Our methods changed
but our mission did not: to support home- and
community- based healthcare for the medically
underserved in the Chicago metropolitan area.
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312-214-1521 | www.vnafoundation.net

